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Abstract— Current education institutions lack adequate tools 

for teaching software programming for automotive area, 

especially In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI), with available tools 

constrained to a palette of proprietary, closed solutions. In this 

paper we give an overview of a pilot In-Vehicle Infotainment 

Learning platform (PIVILP), based on open source technologies 

and achievable in any educational environment with moderate 

cost. The developed pilot and the accompanying software 

libraries demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach 

during laboratory work for students at the university. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

More than 80 percent of today vehicle innovations come 
thanks to the programmable nature of cars and software that 
powers them. Total cost of electronics, including 
microprocessors and the accompanying software can reach 35 
to 40 percent of the cost of a car, with software development 
contributing about 13 to 15 percent of that cost [1]. In- 
Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) systems are becoming increasingly 
important, because people spend more and more time in their 
cars. To enhance the on the road experience of both driver and 
passengers, today’s cars are equipped with Internet 
connection, various applications, voice recognition and also 
connectivity with different other devices (e.g. Smartphone, 
MP3 players, tablets). All the above requires appropriate 
engineering skill-set to design, develop and maintain in-car 
software systems, which can be enforced by means of an IVI 
learning platform. In this paper we present the proposal of 
such a platform, emphasizing on open source solutions, low 
cost hardware and real world lab projects. 

In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the existing learning 
platforms and tools. In Chapter 3 we present the architecture 
of the proposed pilot IVI learning platform, including the 
selected hardware and software components. Chapter 4 
presents evaluation of the platform based on student lab tasks 
which include interaction with HMIs and screen graphics. 
Chapter 5 gives conclusions and directions for future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Currently many OEMs have their own proprietary 
platforms that allow for development of applications and IVI 
software. For example, nVidia maintains a platform for 
autonomous cars that supports multi-core signal processing,  

including an HMI design software toolchain and a runtime 
engine [2]. Ford SYNC platform allows the development of 
applications which include voice-controlled phone, Bluetooth 
audio streaming from a Smartphone and vehicle performance 
information [3]. Wind River Helix Chassis platform supports 
work with cloud application development and gateways (smart 
antennas), Wind River Helix Cockpit (cluster) and Wind River 
Helix Drive (Advance driver assistance system and sensor 
fusion) [4]. However, these platforms are constrained to 
application development and typically do not allow interaction 
with lower level software (driver device, software support, 
middleware, network server), what is essential for core 
automotive engineering learning process. Also, proprietary 
nature of these platforms limits the potential for learning and 
application of knowledge to any real situation in the industry. 

The GENIVI Alliance has been established between 
leading automotive manufacturers, tier-ones, silicon vendors 
and software providers to develop a standardized open 
platform for IVI development. One of the objectives of the 
GENIVI Alliance is to develop a scalable architecture that 
may be deployed to future generation of IVI units [5]. 
GENIVI software stack is an appropriate basis for a learning 
platform since it is open source. Libraries and tools are freely 
available and can be easily customized for the platform. 
GENIVI software platform includes, among other, the Linux 
kernel, system infrastructure, navigation and location based 
services, network and internet, multimedia, CE device 
connectivity, application and human-machine interface 
framework [6]. However, GENIVI lacks many components 
which could enable efficient lab work on top of the platform, 
especially related to comprehensible application programming 
interfaces which share common concepts. 

III. PILOT IVI LEARNING PLATFORM 

Hardware architecture of the proposed PIVILP platform is 
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a steering wheel, jog shuttle, 
pedals, two screens (cluster and IVI) and an embedded PC. 

 

Fig. 1: PIVILP hardware architecture  
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Fig. 2: PIVILP software architecture  

Steering wheel, jog shuttle and pedals are integrated with 
the platform using Arduino microcontrollers. The major 
benefits for using Arduino in an educational setting are low 
software, hardware and maintenance cost, support for Linux 
and many existing open source projects [7]. Steering wheel 
button panels are connected to Arduino microcontrollers via 
four general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins, one per three 
buttons. Digital triaxial acceleration sensor is also attached to 
the steering wheel. The sensor is connected to the Arduino via 
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). For the jog shuttle 
connection with the Arduino device, we used stand-alone 
Controller Area Network (CAN) controller. Use of this 
controller is simplifying interfacing with the CAN bus used by 
jog shuttle. Jog shuttle and controller are connected via SPI, 
while Arduino and controller are connected via Inter-
Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus [8]. Every pedal has its own 
potentiometer, and these resistors are connected to the 
Arduino. As a central controller we suggest the utilization of 
an embedded PC, with CPU which is supported by 
Automotive Grade Linux community and GENIVI. For 
example, it can be based on the 5

th 
generation Intel CPU (Intel 

Core). These processors have support for GENIVI Tool-based 
Embedded Linux Distribution (64 bit). If available, domain-
specific platforms may be used, such as Jacinto 6 [9]. 

Pilot In-Vehicle Infotainment Learning platform (PIVILP) 
software stack is based on the GENIVI project which is 
extended for the specific learning purposes. Architecture of 
the proposed platform is shown in Fig. 2. The Linux Kernel – 
PIVILP software core is based on the Linux operating system. 
Among other available Linux devices, PIVILP adds several 
new devices, e.g. steering wheel, jog shuttle and pedals 
devices. POSIX – The application programming interface 
(API) available for students is based on POSIX, as a standard 
among GENIVI and Linux APIs (udev, lubusb, SQLite, 
QtCore, gtext etc.), with additional PIVILP-specific APIs 
(mostly HMI-related). These APIs have functions to 
initialize/reinitialize devices and register/unregister callbacks. 
The Middleware – This layer is based on the GENIVI 
middleware with one extra PIVILP API. HMI interaction is 
new API available for students. With this API students can 
connect devices with graphic application. APP RE – The 
proposed application runtime environment is browser-based.  
For developing applications, students have a Web API and 

threeJS API. With Web API students have access to vehicle 
information. Main groups of this API are vehicle info, vehicle 
status, HMI events etc. ThreeJS API provide easy 
development of 3D web application. Students can develop 
applications in Java or JavaScript languages. 

The PIVILP prototype demonstrator is shown in the Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3 PIVILP demo 

IV. EVALUATION 

 Evaluation is conducted by the development of several lab 
exercises specifically developed for educational purposes. We 
designed three types of exercise with the focus on system-
level C, system-level C++ and HTML/JS IVI, respectively. 
First exercise included work with PIVILP APIs, and HMI 
interaction. Task for students was to initialize devices, register 
callbacks and send events through HMI interaction to APP 
RE. Second exercise included work with native graphics. In 
this task students created graphical application for cluster with 
Qt5 library and C++ language. The third exercise included the 
development of a graphical application for cluster and IVI. 
With Web API and HMI interaction students get information 
about events on devices and based on those events update 
cluster and IVI graphics (using threeJS API and HTML/JS). 

A test group of students of embedded engineering (10 
students of final year) was tasked to develop each of the tasks. 
Time for development was comparable to expectation from 
other courses in e.g. embedded C, graphics etc. Graph 1 shows 
that now average success is similar to already established 
courses. First exercise has unpleasant results and we talked 
with students about deficiency of this lab. Second and the third 
exercise have very good result.   
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Graph 1: Success in percent of PIVIPL and comparable courses exercise 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented open source pilot version 
of automotive learning platform, which can be used for 
educational purposes for university and also as a platform for 
tutorials for beginners in automotive programming. Evaluation 
gives early indices that average success students have while 
performing exercises is similar to other well established 
embedded courses. Future work would involve further 
upgrades on various software layers. Some of the student 
suggestions about PIVILP were related to low flexibility of 
low level exercise, what opens up the possibility to further 
enable exercises which utilize kernel modules and other low 
level software paradigms. 
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